FREE PEOPLE ADS

WALNUT CREEK GUY 22 SLENDER, 5'10", 140, has a для-ship would be interested in meeting same to 22. Inquire only Box 4950

EXCALIBUR
738 Clement St., S.F.

ROBERT, CLEAN CUT, LEAN AND SEXY, W1LLING TO LISTEN TO YOUR SUGGESTIONS. 626-7472

REVIEWING OLD LONELY MAN 50 seeks attr. woman for a life of kids exchange photos John, Rt #1 Box 27 Mt. Shasta Ca

HOUSE SLAVE WANTED 647-800H


GAY MALE 5'9", 165, BROWN hair, brown eyes will satisfy elender stud. ca. 775-9680 THE MOUTH THAT ROARED!

SEX COUNSELLING FOR WOMEN! If you're not doing it, something is wrong. Write: Bx 720 2321 S.F. Cal. 94114

HOMOSEXUAL MAN, 42, STOUT, INTELLIGENT (WESTB), self employed doing his own thing. seeks intelligent same for gentle mind & body type. No heavy scenes in booze, pot, social position or possessions. 621-8425 Cathy

DRAG QUEENS & TRANSGENDERED are our business. For info reply GAY MAIL. S.F. CALIF.

MALES MAKING IT WITH FEMALES - FULL ACTION porno - Fast delivery - For info write BOX 53 DISCLOSURE, 1545 N. DETROIT ST. HOLLYWOOD, Calif. 90046

GAY STUD 30, WOULD LIKE TO MEET other gay boys. GERRY 26-5328

RECEPTIONIST MALE SEeks GAY STUDS 626-2801 Paul

SENSITIVE WIELD ATTRACTION, 6'-6" 150. Dick Butch Guy to 50. Married, phony, beginnings ok. Dean Box 6930, S.F. Cal. 94101

FREE COUNSELING BY MAIL - ANY SUBJECT. A professional who has been around wants to help you. freeware offering appreciation, but equal service given to all who write to FRIENDSHIP HOUSE, 821 TERENCE, Aberdeen, W11 9820

FREE COUNSELING BY MAIL - ANY SUBJECT. A professional who has been around wants to help you. freeware offering appreciation, but equal service given to all who write to FRIENDSHIP HOUSE, 821 TERENCE, Aberdeen, W11 9820

EXPERIENCED MALE DISCIPLINE ACTION for active, horny, nice looking men. guys to age 40. Send details to CAUS 8217 2377 Market St., S.F.

COUPLES! TRY A BI GUY FOR ADDER-FUN & EXCITEMENT. VERSATILE, SAFE, DISCERN, GAY, 2385 Geary S.F. 94114

GAY MALE DICKS OTHERS GUY... FOR MUTUAL SATISFACTION... To 25, sincere. 861 - 5912

SUCK CARDS

AD IS CHEAP & CONVENIENT

LEAPHER

MASTER, YOUNG AND HANDY....seeks young male slave.... Write: MASTER, 4077-18th St. Box 7, San Francisco, Cal. 94114

TRAINERS WANTED - ALL SEXES - DISCIPLINE - WILLING TO BUY USED EQUIPMENT - NEED WOMAN TO ASSIST IN CHANGING MALE SLAVES - BE SURE YOU WILL NOT BE TAKEN BEYOND YOUR ABILITIES - REQUEST CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW BY DOWNSTOWN APARTMENT - BOX #4 2327 MARKET St. SF 94114

IF YOU WANT TO SELL USED BONDAGE EQUIPMENT OR IF YOU WILL BE MY SERVANT WRITE BOX #4 2327 MARKET St. SF 94114

CONFESS - GET spanked. RECEIVE RELEASE NOW. WRITE #54 2327 MARKET St. - SF 94114

HOUSE SLAVE WANTED 647-800H

S-MASTER, 27, 6'4 Lg. Body Bidr. S-K SLAVE, 6'6 Well built under 30 for BONDAGE & DISCIPLINE. Send name, phone # & photo to: Box 71 4077 18th St. S.F. CALIF. 94114

MASTER FOR HIDE "DAYTIME-DOMINATION". Write Box 53 JAGUAR BOOK STORE 4077 18th St. S.F. 94114

WILL GIVE HELPING HAND AND ANY TO INTERESTED party. Write Box 57 4077 18th St. S.F. JAGUAR BK STORE.

Pads

MADE ROMANESQUE HIP HUGGERS. SKEG SANS. 865 NO. CAL. 94104. CALL ROY...866-7259

GUY 30 -CAY-MOULD LIKE TO SHARE APT. WITH SAME OR OTHERS IN S.P. BUTCH ONLY. - OR GET TOGETHER WITH OTHERS AND RENT A PLACE. WILL OCC UP TO 75-$00 DOLLARS PER AG. CALL DICK 836-2691 EYE
DEAR ADZ,

I have been looking for a job for some time and I have had almost no luck at all.

I tried the employment agencies for quite a long time, but in spite of the outrageous fees they charge, they were of no help at all.

I know there are some free (no fee) agencies, but most of the good jobs are listed with the fee agencies.

One time I went charged a fee of $360.00 for a job making just a little over $400.00 a month.

It's next to impossible to find a job without a lead or agency.

It seems to me there should be a way to avoid paying these costs penalties for being jobless.

E.S.K.

(Printed as received) Oakland Ca.

DEAR ADZ,

How come you charge fifteen cents for such a small paper?

Although I like your content, it seems pretty expensive to me. Some of the other papers have many more pages & cost the same. How come?

S.I. Howe

(Printed as received) Albany, Ca.

DEAR HOWE,

We know what you mean. The real problem however is that no matter how much or small a paper may be, a minimum of at least fifteen cents is required in order to utilize the existing distribution system. We make very little from paper sales.

THANKS AGAIN!

(Editors)

Editors' Note

We would like to express our appreciation to the many great people & advertisers who are helping to make our publication possible.

We welcome comments & suggestions from our readers in the hope that it might improve our product & serve you better.

THANKS AGAIN!

(Editors)

Vendors and distributors

Call 387-2539

these people need your help!

ADZ SPONSORS A FUND RAISING DRIVE

FOR THE UNDERGROUND & COMMUNITY

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATION AS LISTED BELOW. (SEND YOUR CHECKS TO ADZ P.O.B. 27306 S.F 94127)

P.S.: DO NOT WRITE CHECKS PAYABLE TO "ADZ"-

AGENCY

WHAT THEY DO

CENTRAL COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES (SF).......PROVIDE FREE LEGAL ADVICE TO PEOPLE, COMMUNITY CONTROL OF...........

BAIL OR. FOR PEOPLE IN PRISON. PROVISION OF FREE LEGAL ADVICE TO PEOPLE, COMMUNITY CONTROL OF...........

GAY SWITCHBOARD FOR GAYS, HOMOSEXUALS,

COMMUNITY CONTROL OF...........

HUCKLEBERRY HOUSE PROVIDES COUNSELING IN...........

BERKELEY COMMUNITY CENTER PROVIDE FREE MEDICAL SERVICE....BERKELEY COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECT.

MUCKLEBERRY HOUSE PROVIDES COUNSELING IN...........

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION PROVIDE FREE LEGAL ADVICE TO PEOPLE, COMMUNITY CONTROL OF...........

PEOPLE'S ARCHITECTURE PROVIDE FREE LEGAL ADVICE TO PEOPLE, COMMUNITY CONTROL OF...........

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION PROVIDE FREE LEGAL ADVICE TO PEOPLE, COMMUNITY CONTROL OF...........

CONNECTIONS PROVIDE FRESH PRODUCE, INFORMATION, CONNECTION GUIDANCE, SUPPORT SERVICES FOR FAMILIES CENTER OF PRISONERS.

FREE CLINIC FOR RAP CENTER.

BERKELEY COMMUNITY CENTER PROVIDE MEDICAL, HOUSING & SERVICES FREE AND WITH NO DISCRIMINATION. THANK YOU. (EDITORS)

Objects (COCOS)

FREE ORGANIZATION AS LISTED BELOW.

NOTE) ADZ ONLY INCLUDED GROUPS WE COULD CONTACT. OUR APOLOGIES TO GROUPS WHO MIGHT BE OMITTED. OUR BASIC GOAL IS TO LIST GROUPS ABOVE RECEIVED GRANTS OR GOVT. AID. FURTHER, THAT THEY OFFER THEIR SERVICES FREE AND WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION. THANK YOU. (EDITORS)